Six Ways To Transform Your Treasury

Simplifying Solutions for Your Complex Challenges

Government financial professionals across the country are tasked with solving the most complex treasury challenges of the day. With deep expertise and industry-leading solutions, J.P. Morgan proudly serves governments at the federal, state and local levels delivering to you the same proven success we’ve brought to the private sector in a secure and compliant manner.

1. Improve End-User Experiences

Estonia created a personal digital ID for each citizen and consolidated all previously collected information of each citizen. To file taxes, citizens log into the platform and the forms are pre-filled with their information. After filing taxes any payments or refunds are automatically processed via existing banking information collected.

2. Digitize Disbursements

U.S.-based defense company shifted their physical in-house check-printing process to digital platform for payment disbursements first as a continuity measure but have since fully transitioned as a permanent move.

3. Pivot to Faster Payments

One U.S.-based manufacturer of consumer products pivoted to digital payment platforms after realizing key physical dependencies in their payment processes. Using API integrations, the manufacturer is moving beyond legacy processes and providing electronic payments to their customers for a fast and modern payments process.

4. Update Legacy Treasury Systems

A major consumer product goods brand updated their legacy treasury management system using J.P. Morgan’s API solution. The solution seamlessly integrated with their existing systems within 10 days and empowers the brand to incrementally reach new milestones on the company’s digital journey.

5. Increase Payment Speed and Security

A food delivery technology company enhanced their vendors’ user experience by providing flexible and real-time digital payments, all by leveraging API-enabled payment options and leveraging early warning services to provide additional security and validation of accounts.

6. Digitize Constituent Benefits

Brazil paid economic stimulus payments to digital bank accounts created by a state-owned bank. Conditions were put in place to encourage the usage of these funds digitally (e.g., paying bills in app) via Boleto and QR codes reducing their unbanked population by 73%.

To learn more, talk with your J.P. Morgan representative or one of our public sector experts.
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